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The Anglo-Saxons did not
have the same knowledge as

we do about the causes of
disease, and how it spread.

Most of their knowledge was
gained through observation.

For example, they would know
not to drink dirty water, as it
made people ill, but they did

not know exactly why. 
 

Because of this, they
developed theories to explain

the causes of different
illnesses. If a person got sick

and there was no obvious 
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because, they may have been attacked by something like a 'flying
venom' (probably a virus that spread quickly), or had been cursed

through witchcraft.
 

The Anglo-Saxons also believed the world was full of invisible
creatures who lived alongside humans. Wyrms lived in water,

causing sickness to  anyone who accidentally drank them.
Human-like creatures known as elves might shoot arrows at
humans who came too close, causing a sharp, stabbing pain

known as 'elf-shot.'



See how flooding would help crops grow along the Nile river. 
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Cures in Anglo-Saxon England were a mix of practical remedies
and superstition.  Medical books from the time, such as 'Bald's
Leechbook' and the 'Lacnunga', gave advice on which herbs to

use to make medicines and poultices (creams to put on the skin)
to cure different ailments. Many of these remedies would have

been  discovered through trial, error and observation. Some
cures, like using honey on wounds to stop infection, have been

shown to work today.
 
 
 
 
 
 

Other cures were firmly rooted in superstition and religion.
Many people would wear an amulet to protect them from harm

by elves or witches. If someone became ill, common cures
would be to carve runes into wood as a magical spell of

protection, or to pray for healing. Although these probably
wouldn't have really helped people get better, it may have

brought comfort to the sick person and made them feel a bit
better, making them believe that the cure was working.

 CURES
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See how flooding would help crops grow along the Nile river. 
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Injury was common in Anglo-Saxon England, either through
work accidents or warfare. The care people received after injury

would usually fall to someone with experience of caring for
injured people, such as by bandaging wounds or setting broken
bones, but who probably wouldn't have had any formal training.

 
Some doctors in Anglo-Saxon England did learn how to do more
complicated surgery, with written instructions on how to perform

simple procedures on internal organs like the liver. It was also
known how to spot gangrene (an infection usually caused by not

cleaning a wound) and how to amputate the affected limb if
needed. This might have been very useful knowledge, especially  

 
 
 
 
 

 INJURY
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after battles,  as
infections were

fairly common due
to limited

knowledge of
germs, meaning the

people treating
wounds would not

have been too
concerned about

washing their hands
or using clean

bandages!



Amulets were mainly worn by women and children to protect
them from illness or other harm. The amulet could take different

forms, such as a pouch filled with plants, a knotted thread, an
animal tooth or paw or a stone with a hole in. 

Rich people would have had silver or gold amulets with
gemstones and knotted patterns or animal designs. Images of

animals were also popular to decorate weapons and armour, to
bring magical strength and protection to the wearer. 
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Cardboard
Pencil
Compass (or a circle to
draw around)
Scissors
String
Tin Foil
Sequins/Gemstones
Glue

MAKE AN AMULET

What you need:
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Draw a circle on
cardboard and cut it out.
 Sketch a simple design
on the cardboard, and
use glue to stick string
over the pattern.

1.

2.
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INSTRUCTIONS

3. Cut out a piece of foil
slightly larger than the
circle, place it over the

circle and fold the
edges over to hold it in

place.
 

4. Use your fingers to
gently push the tin foil

down, until you can see
the pattern emerge.

 
5. Decorate your amulet

with gemstones or
sequins.



Check the stomach for arrows
and remove arrow heads if
needed.
Mix the onion, leek and water
and ask the patient to drink it. 
 See if you can smell the onion
and leek coming from their
stomach. If you can, don't treat
them as the wound has
punctured the stomach and is
too severe.
If you can not smell the onion
and leed wrap the stomach
with a bandage (not too tight,
as they won't be able to
breathe!)

 
 
What to do:
1.

2.

3.

4.
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Large piece of
cloth/bandage.
Half a chopped onion.
 Chopped Leek.
Water

Stomach Wound
 
What you need:
1.

2.
3.
4.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Have a go at some real Anglo-Saxon cures. Do you think they
would work?
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ANGLO-SAXON FIRST AID



Write the runes                     on the
stick, 
Dip the stick in honey. Put the
honey on the wound. 
Wrap the bandage round the
hand to stop the bleeding (be
careful not to tie it too tight). 

 
 
What to do:
1.

2.

3.
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Piece of cloth/bandage.
Honey.
 Pen.
Small Stick.

Injured Hand
 
What you need:
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Check the leg for wounds and
make sure the bone feels
straight. 
Place the stick so it lies flat
against the outside of the leg. 
Tie the stick to the leg using
the bandage, to keep the bone
in place and stop the person
moving it too much (be careful
not to tie it too tight). 

 
 
What to do:
1.

2.

3.

 
 
 

 Long stick.
Large piece of
cloth/bandage.

Broken Leg
 
What you need:
1.
2.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


